
Summary of Disturbing Allegations 

 

The following allegations can be verified: 

 

• A current and highly involved leader/pastor/elder has never apologised to the victim of his 

verified sexual misconduct. This victim has spoken out after 24 years of misery.  There is 

evidence of CTMI covering this up.  

 

• CTMI affiliates have been the target of a parliamentary select committee in Mauritius  

 

• A former pastor left over blatant misuse of foreign donations and instructions to shred 

evidence. 

 

• A practising pastor in SA is wanted for visa irregularities in the USA. This story was publicised 

on national radio. 

 

• Leaders’ wives and other members were sterilised so as to better serve the Lord.  

 

• Some family members in CTMI refuse contact with their parents who faithfully maintain 

communication. Children influenced by CTMI have left home to live in CTMI homes and have 

given up studies and careers to “serve the Lord” in Mauritius.  

  

• Hundreds of young people lured to happily serve as cheap labour to construct Hardy 

dwellings and huge building for worship in Trianon.  The latter is now hired commercially and 

Mauritian press have questioned the use of a building which benefitted from lower costs due to 

“religious benefits” now being used for non-religious profit.  

 

• Mauritian children secretly and illegally signed over to wealthy CTMI family in Zimbabwe. 

When their father found out he went to court and the judge ruled in his favour.   

 

• Young adults have been openly and secretly married without the blessing of parents, in 

some cases with the groom not having met the parents and no evidence of any courting. Many 

cases of arranged marriages as well as marriages prevented and broken up. 

 

• Specialists who have interviewed some members speak of clear evidence of “thought control” 

and undue influence of leaders in their mannerisms and lives.  

 

• A concerned father seeking to connect with his daughter who had “disappeared” in Mauritius was 

the victim of police sabre rattling tactics initiated by CTMI members.  

 



• Members are instructed to lie to immigration officials and are given false addresses upon 

arrival in Mauritius. 

 

• Evidence of much fear of Hardy’s because of the power they wield on the Island – “they are 

well connected with people in power”. Ex members say “I cannot speak out – I need a job in 

Mauritius”.  

 

• Frustration expressed by government officials at interference and influence from the Hardy’s 

in the extension of visas. A number of young folks given 24 hrs to leave the island.   

 
 

• Miki Hardy shown to have provided blatantly misleading and contradictory answers in a two 

hour Carte Blanche interview in Feb 2010. (See the Forum for Detail) 

 

• While regularly knocking “prosperity pastors” the lifestyle of the Hardy’s can only be 

described as lavish. In addition, they invited a prominent “prosperity pastor” involved with TBN to 

one of their conferences around the time of Miki Hardy’s return to TBN. (There are many 

additional examples of double mindedness where “the end justifies the means”) 

 

• The Durban church purchased land via a front “trust” and had to pay back transfer fees after it 

was discovered by a journalist that the deal was processed at half the actual value. The 

sellers claimed in an affidavit that their signatures were forged.  

 

• We have a recording of CTMI leaders in Durban admitting the land was meant for a church after 

they misled the community into believing it was going to be a school. Later, in a public 

hearing, their lawyer blatantly denied that a church was planned.  

 

• Folks were lured to Mauritius for qualifications in a “registered International Bible School”. 

(Impact School of Ministry). We understand this never got off the ground as Mauritian authorities 

did not approve the institution.  

 

• CTMI social media falsely reported that Miki Hardy was ministering on Transworld Radio 

(TWR – the largest Christian radio network in the world). TWR denied this after a full 

investigation by executives. When the CTMI media manager was challenged there was the usual 

silence.  

 

• A French mother in France is desperately fighting to have her daughter returned to her after 

she was separated and kept by CTMI family members in Mauritius.  

 

• Questioning is not tolerated and for ten years CTMI leaders have refused to respond to 

pastors, parents and prominent Christian organisations on these issues other than to 

publicly dismiss allegations as “lies and persecution”. 

 


